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EDITORIAL
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With the demand for renewable energy, solar energy is widely used to generate and convert into heat. It is important to look beyond solar 

thermal for revolutionary technology to increase the coefficient of utilization of solar energy. In this editorial, a review on the promising novel 

technologies and applications for solar energy utilization is presented. In particular, we examine novel technologies for solar radiation controlling 

and harnessing solar energy for energy-efficient space heating and cooling through spectral selectivity and heat pump systems. These novel 

technologies in solar energy systems can provide significant benefits and can be developed for a wide range of applications.

1. Introduction
Lately, energy utilization and energy savings have become crucial

concerns in the whole world. Oil, coal, and gas are the conventional

energy sources we use and constitute almost 80% of global energy

consumption. The equivalent of 60 billion boe of oil and gas which was
1about 8.2 billion tonnes of oil to run the world in 2018,  and such a

2drastic consumption has a huge impact on our environment.  Renewable

and clean energy like solar, wind, biomass, hydropower and tidal energy
3bring us a competitive alternative if we can utilize them efficiently.

Over the past five years, the demand for renewable energy is rapidly

growing. The renewable energy are plying an important role in the

world. Among the larger EU economies, the renewable energy share in
4power is 69% in Denmark, and 32% in Germany and UK, respectively.

The coefficient of utilization for renewable energy is still poor despite

the massive energy potential and the awareness of the advantages of the

new energy. This is because renewable energy resources are generally

not always reliable and accessible, giving rise to technical and

economic challenges in utilizing these energy sources.

Among all the renewable energy sources, solar energy is the most 

promising option. It is free, clean and abundant and has attracted more 
5attention from industries and researchers around the world.  Innovative 

advances in technology and material science will increase the collection 

and conversion efficiencies. This will in turn further increase the 

reliability and applicability, and lower the costs of using solar energy 

and potentially solve our most critical energy problems. 

To innovate better technologies, we often have to go back to the 

basic science. Solar energy is no exception. All thermodynamic objects 

emit radiation, with emissive power proportional to the fourth power of 

its temperature according to the Stefan-Boltzmann law. Matter 

exchanges energy with surroundings continuously by means of 

radiation, conduction and convection. The sun is essentially a heat source 

emtting electromannetic waves. Thus, spectral transmission, reflection 

and absorption take palce simultaneously when electromagnetic 

radiation impinges on a material, can be tailored to meet different 

demands in specific wavelength ranges. The heating and cooling for 

spaces purposes can be achieved by designing the radiative properties of 

the surfaces in different solar wavelength ranges.  

There are a variety of novel technologies and applications for 

solar energy utilization. In this editorial, we discuss novel technologies 

for solar radiation controlling and solar thermal collector by the spectral 

selectivity and heat pump systems which are used for space heating and 

cooling.

2. Technologies and applications for solar energy

utilization
2.1 Radiative heating materials

6The radiative heating materials can be widely used in buildings  and 
7automobile windows  for the energy-saving windows, textile for 

8keeping warm,  and aerospace to reduce the absorption of thermal 
9radiation from the sun.    

Fig. 1 shows solar radiation and blackbody radiation at 360 K, 

together with ideal spectral selective radiative heating and cooling 

materials. It can be observed that the solar radiation is limited between 

the 0.25 μm and 3 μm wavelength. The temperature-dependent 

blackbody radiation is peaked around 10 μm wavelength when the 

temperature of the object is 360 K (Fig. 1). The controlled utilization of 

solar radiation is a key element in high-efficiency thermal management 
8,10for both human and their buildings.  In a cold climate, more solar 

energy is favorable while avoiding unwanted energy loss by thermal 

radiation. The ideal radiative heating materials should get as much  
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sunlight as possible for the wavelength between 0.3 μm and 3 μm and 

lose as little as possible for the wavelength larger than 3 μm. However, 

in a warm climate, while maintaining the useful visible light, the rest of 

the solar energy (around 50% of the total energy) should be blocked for 

cooling purposes. The ideal radiative cooling materials should have high 

transmittance for the wavelength between 0.4 μm and 0.7 μm and low 

transmittance for the rest of the wavelength. There is a significant 

atmospheric window occurring from 8 μm to 13 μm wavelength in 

which has the lowest atmospheric absorptance. It is possible to design 

passive cooling materials by increasing the spectral absorptance 
11between the wavelength of 8 μm and 13 μm.  The radiative cooling 

materials are discussed in detail in section 2.3.

The spectral radiation of idealized radiative heating materials has 

been shown in Fig. 1. There are several types of radiative heating 

materials: 1) the surfaces with high solar absorptance and low thermal 
13emittance could efficiently convert solar radiation into useful heat.  For 

example, Ni pigmented anodized Al is one of the typical examples of 

spectral selective surfaces for efficient photothermal conversion of solar 

Fig. 1 Spectral distributions of solar radiation, blackbody radiation at 360 K and ideal spectral transmittance of radiation control materials which are 
12marked by arrows.   

14energy which was presented in 1980.  Here the metal particles are 

much smaller than the wavelengths of the electromagnetic radiation. 2) 

the transparent in visible light and high infrared-reflecting coatings. On 

the one hand, the solar radiative heating materials work by reflecting the 

heat from the near-infrared solar energy. The typical material is doped 

conducting or semiconducting materials like indium tin oxide (ITO) and 
15fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) with dopants such as Zn, In, and Sn.  

However, the dopant level will reach a limit during synthesis. On the 

other hand, the radiative heating materials exhibit high transmittance in 

the visible and near-infrared spectral region, and high reflectance and 

low emittance in the mid-infrared region as shown in Fig. 2. Thus, the 

sunlight can mostly enter indoor through the materials, and the infrared 

light inside is reflected back to achieve heating effect. It can be realized 

by metal (such as Cu, Ag, Al or Au) thin films with the thickness 
16smaller than wavelength.  The so-called “low-E” glasses for buildings 

are based on metal films. With developing the nanotechnology, the 

metal nanowires were used for preparing the spectrally selective 

materials. Li et al. (DOI: 10.30919/esee8c325) successfully synthesized 

Fig. 2 Spectral transmission and reflection distributions of a kind of radiative heating materials with high transmittance in the visible and near-infrared 

spectral region and high reflectance in the mid-infrared region.
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metal-polymer hybrid metamaterials with high transmission through the 

visible wavelength range and high reflectance in the mid- and far-

infrared ranges which is based on the Mie scattering and the surface 

plasmon enhanced transmission. The experimental results showed that 

their films warm up a prototype greenhouse 8 degrees Celsius higher 
8than that of glasses on an average sunny day. Hsu et al.  prepared 

metallic nanowire-embedded cloth with silver nanowires and carbon 

nanotubes by dip-coating which can efficiently warm human bodies and 

save hundreds of watts per person as compared to traditional indoor 

heaters.

2.2 Solar thermal collector

The solar thermal collector is one of the most efficient systems to 

convert the enormous amount of solar energy to usable energy such as 

heat or electricity. The efficiency depends on the spectral-selective solar 

absorbing materials. 

In solar thermal applications, absorption of sunlight (i.e., input) 

and reemission of thermal radiation (i.e., loss) occur simultaneously. By 

the first law of thermodynamics and Planck's law of blackbody 

radiation, the absorption efficiency of blackbody solar absorber is given 
17as,  

where E  is input solar power of the absorber, E  is power loss due to in out

thermal radiation from the absorber, is Stefan-Boltzmann constant, T σ 

is the temperature of the absorber, I is direct normal irradiance of 

sunlight, and C is concentration ratio of the absorber. Take a typical 

absorber in a parabolic trough solar collector as an example, if the 

absorber was assumed to be a blackbody, about 17% of solar energy 

input would be lost via thermal radiation with a concentration ratio of 
o70 and an operating temperature of 400 C. For a non-blackbody 

absorber (e.g., a real parabolic trough solar collector), Eq. (1) is 

rewritten in a more general form, where for absorbers with selective 

coatings / micro-structure:

η  = α                   abs 1

ε1 σ  . .  4Τ
I  C.

(2)

while for absorbers with selective filters:

η  =                    abs 2

ε2 σ  . .    4Τ
I  C.

2 σ  .  4Τ. + (3)

where α  and ε  are absorptivity and emissivity of non-blackbody  1  1

absorber with selective coatings or micro-structure, respectively;     and               

are transmissivities of selective filter for solar spectrum and thermal 

radiation spectrum from non-blackbody absorber, respectively; ε is 2 

emissivity of selective filter, and T' is temperature of selective filter. To 

reduce the radiative heat loss and improve the thermal efficiency, 

emissivity of a solar absorber must be suppressed while the absorptivity 

is kept as close as possible to that of a blackbody.

Selective coatings with high absorptivity of the incident solar 

spectrum (e.g., 300 nm - 2500 nm) and low emissivity of outlet thermal 

radiation spectrum (e.g., 2.5 μm - 25 μm) have been extensively 
13studied.  State-of-the-art absorptivity of a selective coating has been 

improved to higher than 0.95, whereas emissivity has been reduced to 
18,19lower than 0.05.  Correspondingly, the radiation loss of the absorber 

with the selective coating will decline to below 5% of that without the 

coating (Fig. 3 (a, c)).

In comparison, spectral selective filters are usually employed for 

solar cavity collectors to improve their thermal efficiency. The spectral 

regulation and control mechanism, however, are different from that of 

coatings, since cavity collectors themselves mimic blackbody receivers, 

and thus the transmission of such filters are tailored for designated 

wavelength ranges. Since the temperature of a solar cavity collector is 

significantly lower than that of the sun, a general design principle for 

such filters is that they shall be transmissive to major part of the solar 

spectrum and yet be reflective to the major part of the reemission 

spectrum (Fig. 3 (b, d)). The specific cutoff wavelength for such 

selectivity is determined by temperature requirement of the cavity 
20receiver. Jin et al.  increased the thermal efficiency of a solar methane 

reforming reactor (i.e., a cavity collector) from 71% to 76% by 

employing a spectral selective filter that transmits radiation with 

wavelengths below 2400 nm but blocks radiation with greater 

wavelengths from escaping through the window (Fig. 3 (d)), with 

-

-

2 2

Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of solar thermochemical reactors and their spectrum assignments with spectral selective elements: (a) and (c) with selective 

coating; (b) and (d) with selective filter. 

η�� �=                  = 1 -  
Ε  - Ein out

Ein

σ .  4Τ

I  C.
(1)abs



concentration ratio up to 1000 and temperature up to 850 °C. Similar 

effects by spectral selective filters are also reported for low-

concentration, low-temperature solar thermal collectors. By covering the 

reactor surface with spectral selective coating (Fig. 3 (c)), Zimmerman 
21,22and Rosengarten  successfully obtained operation temperature higher 

than 250 °C and carried out the reaction of hydrogen production via 

methanol-reforming without concentration or with very low 

concentration (< 2 ). ×

2.3 Radiative cooling materials

Radiative cooling is a ubiquitous process that utilizes the huge 

temperature difference between the earth and the cold universe by 

emitting thermal radiations. Tremendous research has been conducted to 

systematically investigate the emissivity properties of radiative cooling 
23, 24surfaces,  the environmental dependency of practical radiative 

25–28 11,29–31cooling,  new materials with desirable spectral properties  and the 
32,33 34–36applications of radiative cooling for buildings,  solar panels,  water 

37, 38 39harvesting,  outdoor personal thermal management,  and 
40supplemental cooling for power plants,  etc.

The energy flow process between a given object and the 

environment can be simply described by the model shown in Fig. 4. 

The thermodynamic equilibrium equation for the system is:

Q   ∂ T

A   ∂ t
= Pnet

(4)

Fig. 4 Heat transfer processes on a radiative cooling surface.

where Q is the heat capacity, A is the area of the object. T is the object's 
temperature. 

The net radiative cooling power (P ) of the object can be net

expressed as:
 

net rad atm sun conP P P P P= - - - (5)

where P  is the thermal radiation power from the object. P  is the rad atm

power absorbed by the object from the atmosphere. P  is the absorbed sun

solar irradiation power on the object. P  denotes the nonradiative heat con

transfer between the object and the environment. Here we neglect the 

effect of surroundings buildings, ground, etc. since in most cases 

radiative cooling surfaces are located horizontally in open space. The 

radiation power from the object can be obtained by integration of the 

spectrum in the sky hemisphere:

 

( )
2

/5

2 1
,

1B  objBB obj hc    k T

hc
I      T

e
ll

l
=

-
where                                    is the blackbody radiation law.

The total absorbed atmospheric radiation power can be expressed as:

where,    and    are the emissivity of the object and the atmosphere 

respectively.     can be obtained from several computational tools such 

as MODTRAN,  ATRAN,  etc.41 42

The total absorbed solar power can be expressed as 

obj atm

atm

 
( ) ( )

0
,sun sun obj sunP I dl l q l

¥

= ò (8)

where, is the solar altitude angle, I  is the spectrum of solar sunθ  sun

irradiances, such as AM1.5, etc.�The absorptivity of the object equals to 

its emissivity according to Kirchhoff's law.

The nonradiative heat transfer power can be expressed as:

 
( ) ( ),con obj atm atm objP T T h T T= - (9)

Although an object with close-to-unity emissivity has the largest 

cooling power, it also absorbs excess emission from the surroundings 

which probably have a higher temperature than the object. Thus, a 

cooling surface with spectral dependent emissivity always performs 

better. To optimize the emissivity in the atmospheric window, ideal 

materials would have molecular stretching and rotation modes and 

exhibit strong infrared absorption within the corresponding spectral 

range. For example, the C=C bond has strong light absorption between 

10 μm and 12.5 μm, C-O and C-N stretching bonds are absorptive from 

8 μm to 10 μm, and deformation vibration of OH group provides IR 
43absorption between 8 μm and 10 μm.

The materials often used for radiative cooling applications can be 

categorized into three types: polymeric materials, inorganic thin films, 

gases. All three kinds of materials are proved to be very effective with 

cooling power close to an ideal blackbody. But for daytime radiative 

cooling, the high demand on both solar reflectivity and MIR emissivity 

possessed stringent requirement on material selections. Attempts since 

the 1980s mainly utilized oxide thin films but failed to cool down under 
44 the sun.

The developments of nanophotonic structures have made it 

possible to manipulate the optical properties of a radiative cooling 
45surface at the subwavelength scale. In 2013, Rephaeli et al.  predicted a 
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(6)
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where�h� is� an�overall�heat� transfer� coefficient� that�accounts� for�
both�convection�and�conduction�effects.
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photonic crystal structure could achieve daytime radiative cooling. In 
312014, the same group reported  sub-ambient daytime radiative cooling 

based on a simplified multilayer structure which consists of silicon 

dioxide and hafnium dioxide layers backed with a silver coating. Their 
2 ocooler achieved a 40.1 ± 4.1 W/m  cooling power and 4.9 C 

temperature difference. Other designs based on similar metamaterial 
46–50structures  have also been proposed and demonstrated high solar 

reflectivity and MIR emissivity. 

In 2017, the Yin and Yang group  at the University of Colorado 11

reported a random metamaterial structure that is scalable and effective 

as depicted in Fig. 5. This extremely emissive metamaterial film 

consists of a TPX polymer matrix encapsulating randomly distributed 

silicon dioxide microspheres and a silverback coating layer (Fig. 5 (a)) 

and yields an average of 110 W/m cooling power during continuous 3-2 

day measurement. Besides, the whole fabrication processes are scalable 

due to the mature roll-to-roll extrusion and coating techniques (Fig. 5 

(b) and (c)). Later, Zhao .  utilized the random metamaterial film 40et al

and built a kW-scale radiative cooled cold collection and storage 

system. Other random-structure-based radiative cooling designs have 

also been reported since then. In 2018, Mandal .  reported 51et al

hierarchically porous polymer coatings for highly efficient passive 

daytime radiative cooling. The randomly generated porous structure 

exhibits hemispherical, = 0.96 ± 0.03,    R  = 0.97 ± 0.02 and a solar 
2 52cooling power of 96 W/m . In 2019, Li et al.  reported a radiative 

cooling material fabricated from conventional wood. By judiciously 

engineering wood with delignification and pressing, their cooling wood 

exhibit considerable radiative cooling ability.

Despite the appealing intrinsic “free” nature, limited cooling 

power density of radiative cooling technology restrains its applicable 

scenarios. One of the solutions is applying them in large scale cooling 

“farms” similar to the setup of the solar panel industry. For example, 

radiative cooling can be useful for large power plants, storages, off-grid 

area, and cruise ships since they have a large surface area with sky 
53access.  Cities can also benefit from daytime radiative cooling 

54materials. Studies  show that a 50% reflectivity difference between a 

regular roof and a high reflection roof yields a 20% energy use 
55reduction. Zhao et al.  conducted a filed test of shingle roof cooling of 

model-rooms and estimated that the energy saving can be as high as 91 
2kWh/(m yr ) for the analyzed location of Orlando, Florida, USA. 

Harvesting water from air is another useful application of 

radiative cooling technology. Since the atmosphere contains 12900 
56cubic kilometers of available water,  radiative-cooling based 

condensation provides a geographic-independent water collection tool 

for rural and other isolated locations. Several works reported by now 

LWIR

11Fig. 5 Scalable-manufactured daytime radiative sky cooling metamaterial.  (a) Schematic of the hybrid random metamaterial. (b) and (c) photos of the 

metamaterial film before and after the silver coating deposition. 

2 57–60can yield dew water with a speed of less than 0.2 l/(m day).  

However, weathering conditions, such as clearness of the sky, relative 

humidity, and wind speed, etc. severely affects the output. More efforts 

are required to explore the nonlinear relationships between water 

production rate and climate conditions.

However, challenges still remain if we want to expand the 

horizon. The mismatch between the low cooling energy density (~ 100 
2W/m ) compared with the high cooling requirements for electronics (~ 

2 55100 W/cm )  is still unsolved. Also, the configuration and efficiency for 

a systematic cooling apparatus are limited by the multilevel heat 

transfer processes. The tough management demand on both material 

side and system side place fetters for both scientists and engineers and 

requires more detailed researches.

2.4 Solar-assisted heat pump systems

Can we use solar energy to actively drive a refrigeration cycle to cool? 

Yes, we can. In fact, the simplest solution is to use a photovoltaic solar 
61 62cell to drive a classical heat pump  or a thermoelectric cooler.  

Alternatively, one could use the heat from the sun to drive a thermal 

cycle and there is a wealth of reviews regarding solar-powered cycles 
63,64for air-conditioning  which will not be the focus of this editorial. 

In this section, we will briefly postulate the possibility of a 

technology that uses sunlight to cool a material through an all-optical 

process-cooling via emission of upconverted photons. The idea of using 

upconversion for cooling has been explored using laser cooling of 
65–69solids and has been successfully realized experimentally in crystals  

70,71and semiconductors.  In particular, cryogenic temperatures have been 
66–68 65,72,73achieved in laser cooling  of crystals and feasibly realized.  The 

concept of upconversion cooling is illustrated in Fig. 6 (a). A photon 

absorbs heat energy from the thermal bath of the crystal by coupling to 

phonons and emitting an upconverted photon. Photon reabsorption and 

non-radiative processes severely limit the efficiency of the process and 
67thus materials need to be specially selected with good purity  and be of 

74certain dimensions.  

Likewise, we can use near-field heat transfer in the form of 

thermal radiation to perform these upconversions. The process has been 
75,76proposed recently,  known as active thermal extraction, as shown in 

Fig. 6 (b), where instead of absorbing a phonon, the upconversion is 

made possible by coupling to a near-field photon. The energy of each 

photon can be larger than that of a phonon, making the process 
76potentially more efficient.  With an array of theoretical and 

77–80experimental work demonstrating near-field thermal radiation control  
81and laser cooling of solids,  the foundations for working towards such 

technology are certainly within reach. 
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Fig. 6 (a) Schematic of the concept in laser cooling of solids. The laser medium consists of rare-earth emitters doped in a host crystal at some finite 

temperature. A light source excites the rare-earth emitter, and by absorption of a phonon, carry the energy away as upconverted emission. (b) Schematic 

showing the concept of active thermal extraction. A rare earth-doped medium similar to those used in laser cooling of solids is placed in the near-field of 

a substrate. The external light source excites the rare-earth emitter and results in upconverted emission due to coupling to the near-field thermal radiation 
76from the substrate.   

One may wonder if a coherent source such as a laser is absolutely 

necessary for these cooling methods. Actually, incoherent light of 

sufficient intensity will suffice. With optical concentration and spectral 
82,83,84filtering, solar lasers have been realized decades back  and similar 

techniques can be used for upconversion cooling using photons from 

the sun. One can envisage the availability of solar-assisted active 

cooling films like those passive cooling films discussed in section 2.3 in 

the future. Main challenges lie in using the right materials and system-

level design to achieve high-efficiency cooling with sufficient sunlight 

intensity. 

3. Conclusions and outlook
In this editorial, we discussed novel technologies, advantages and 

applications of solar radiation. We also examined how to improve solar 

energy utilization for industrial applications. Real-world applications of 

radiative heating or cooling technology remain a long-term challenge in 

terms of system integration. However, the combination of existing 

facilities and reinforced heating or cooling layers would enable 

continuously functioning systems and larger savings of electricity and 

water resources. Also, future developments of nanotechnology may also 

contribute to the manipulation of thermal properties of radiative 

controlling materials, and provide better tunability on the system 

performance. The potential for radiative controlling as an alternative 

technology coping with evolving environmental issues is certainly very 

promising. At the same time, active optical excitation to induce 

upconversion cooling are topics of great interest and using solar energy 

to achieve this would be extremely valuable in providing zero-energy-

cost air-conditioners and refrigerators. 

Methods discussed in this editorial could be combined. For 

example, a selective type solar collector-sky radiator which acts as a 

solar collector at daytime and as a sky radiator at night could be 

designed based on these spectral selective technologies. 

Advanced materials and technologies still need to be developed. 

The configuration and efficiency for a systematic heating or cooling 

apparatus are limited by the multilevel heat transfer processes. The 

tough management demands both material and system advancements 

from both scientists and engineers in the field. 
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